F1. 90047 Bi-Xenon HILO Kit Basic

**Parts Required:**
Kxx90047HL x 1

### Battery Side of Vehicle

- **Harnes Controller (included in kit)**
- **Mount Controller with wires pointing downward**
- **Di-Electric Grease**
- **Mount Ballast with plugs pointing downwards, away from moving parts and hot objects**

### Opposite Side of Battery

- **Vehicle Harness Battery Side**
- **9007 Blue**
- **9004 Black**
- **Di-Electric Grease**
- **Mount Ballast with plugs pointing downwards, away from moving parts and hot objects**

- **Vehicle Harness Opposite to Battery Side**
- **Di-Electric Grease**
- **Mount Controller with wires pointing downward**

- **Not Used. Cover with Electrical Tape**

---

**Di-Electric Grease**

- **DO NOT GREASE**
- **DO NOT ALLOW ANYTHING TO TOUCH GLASS**
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90047 Bi-Xenon HILO Kit Basic Install

**Parts Required:**
Kxx90047HL x 1

**Battery Side of Vehicle**
- Mount Controller with wires pointing downwards
- Mount Ballast with plugs pointing downwards, away from moving parts and hot objects
- Marked ‘H’
- Marked ‘L’

**Opposite Side of Battery**
- Vehicle Harness Battery Side
- Vehicle Harness Non Battery Side
- Not Used. Cover with Electrical Tape

**Vehicle Harness**
- Blue
- Black
- White

**Di-Electric Grease**
- DO NOT GREASE

**Controller**
- Mount Controller with wires pointing downwards
- Mount Ballast with plugs pointing downwards, away from moving parts and hot objects

**Ballast**
- DO NOT ALLOW ANYTHING TO TOUCH GLASS
- DO NOT GREASE
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